Abstract. Worst, best and average number of messages and running time of leader election algorithms of different distributed systems are analyzed. Among others the known characterizations of the expected number of messages for LCR algorithm and of the worst number of messages of Hirschberg-Sinclair algorithm are improved.
Introduction
We consider the problem of leader election in synchronous networks [11, 16, 30, 43, 59, 92] . The networks are modeled by directed graphs, the processors are called processes and are modeled as an automaton (see e.g. [11, 59] ). In the case of the deterministic algorithms it is supposed that the processes have a unique identifier (UID).
The main topic of this paper is the presentation of leader election algorithms of different synchronous networks and their performance features.
It is known that if the processes are indistinguishable then there is no deterministic algorithm to solve the problem. For such anonymous or symmetric networks random algorithms are proposed by Itai and Rodeh [38, 39] , by Ghaffni et al. [31] , and by Kalpathi et al. [42] .
Lower and upper bounds for the number of necessary messages or necessary bits are presented by Afek and Gafni, Attiya et al., Bodlaender, Frederickson and Lynch, Korach et al., and Loui et al. [1, 2, 8, 9, 26, 47, 58] .
The structure of the paper is as follows. After the introductory Section 1 in Section 2 the enumeration of some distributed systems is presented, then in Section 3 simple (as complete, chain, mesh and star networks), ring (unidirectional and bidirectional), special (such as De Bruijn, hypercube, Cayley, tree and recursively scalable networks) and general networks are analyzed.
Enumeration of labeled directed networks
Leader election requires that any process can inform any other process on its own data (e.g. on its own uid). In order to guarantee the participation of all processes we suppose that the investigated networks are strongly connected. It is worth to remark that there are also algorithms not requiring the strong connectedness, but these algorithms have also such output that the leader election is not solvable.
In this section we deal at first with the influence of the requirement of strong connectedness on the number of the tested networks, then with some simple networks such as complete network, star and chain.
Enumeration of connected and strongly connected networks
Let D(n), C(n), and S(n) denote the number of labeled simple, labeled simple weakly connected and labeled simple strongly connected digraphs, respectively. The known simple formula
gives D(n). The values of D(n), further C(n)/D(n) and S(n)/D(n) are shown in Table 1 for n = 1, . . . , 15 . Values of D(n) for n = 1, . . . , 35 can be found in [65] . In 2012 Critzer [17] proposed the following method to determine the number C(n) of the simple labeled weakly connected digraphs:
Using (1) one can compute the D(n) values necessary to get the values of C(n) from (2). E.g. (1) results D(1) = 1 and then (2) gives C(1) = 1. In a similar way D(2) = 4 and C(2) = 3, further D(3) = 64 and C(3) = 54. Table 1 : Number D(n) of simple labeled directed graphs and the ratios C(n)/(D(n) and S(n)/D(n). Table 2 contains C(n) for n = 1, . . . , 15. In [66] the values for n = 16, . . . , 35 can be found.
V. A. Liskovets in 1969 [52, 100] proposed the following recursive formulas to compute S(n):
and
Using (3) and (4) one can compute the a(n) and λ(n) values necessary to get the values of S(n) from (5). [100] proposed the following formulas. Let n ≥ 1,
According to (6) η 1 = 1, η 2 = 0, η 3 = 16, and η 4 = 1536. Using these η values from (7) we get S(1) = 1, S(2) = 1, S(3) = 18, and S(4) = 1606.
The values of S(n) are in Table 3 for n = 1, 2, . . . , 15. In [75] also the values for n = 16, 17, 18 can be found.
In 1969 Liskovets [52] proved the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Liskovets, 1969 [52] ) If n ≥ 1, then
and 
Generation of all strongly connected graphs
Let m and n be positive integers, V = {V 1 . . . , V n } be a finite set and A = {a 1 , . . . , a m } be a finite family of ordered pairs 
A directed spanning tree T of a directed graph D = (V, A) is a rooted tree that consists entirely of arcs in A, all arcs directed from parents to children in the tree, and that contains every vertex of D. A directed spanning tree of D with root vertex V i ∈ V is a breadth-first spanning tree provided that each vertex of D at distance d from V i appears at depth d in the tree (that is, at distance d from V i in the tree) [59] .
We enumerated the strongly connected networks. The base of the enumeration is the fact that the strong components of a directed graph D and its transpose D T contain the same strongly connected components [15] . Therefore we choose arbitrary vertex as a root and build a BST (breath-first spanning tree) of the given D and of its transpose D T . D is strongly connected if and only if both deep search trees contain all vertices of D. 
Algorithm Strong is based on Lemma 1. It decides if a given directed graph D is strongly connected.
Input parameters are: n > 1: the number of processes; B = (b 1 , . . . , b n 2 ): the adjacency matrix of the current graph as a vector.
Output parameter
Working parameters are i (current number of the vertices); j, k: cycle variables; m: the current number of vertices in the tree; Q = (Q 1 , . . . , Q n ): a queue for the waiting vertices; h(Q) = h: the head index of the queue; t(Q) = t: the tail index of the queue; p = (p 1 , . . . , p n ): the presence vector of the vertices (p i = 1, if V i is in the tree, and p i = 0 otherwise). 
Strong(n, B)
The graph is not strongly connected. 30 return L We remark that Strong tests only the existence of a breadth-first spanning tree of D. The test of the existence of a breadth-first spanning tree of D T requires similar instructions (the only difference that in lines 13 and 22
The next assertion characterizes the resource requirements of Strong. Proof. The memory requirement is determined by the size of the input neighborhood matrix B, therefore the maximal memory requirement is Θ(n 2 ) memory locations. The time requirement of Strong is determined by the facts that the algorithm investigates at most 2 n(n−1) graphs and constructs an n×n sized matrix for all investigated graphs. Algorithm All-Strong enumerates the strongly connected networks for a, a + 1, . . . , b vertices. It is also based on Lemma 1.
The input parameters of All-Strong are a ≥ 2 and b ≥ a: lower and upper bound for the current size of the investigated network.
Output parameter is S = (S(a), . . . , S(b)), where S(a) is the number of the strongly connected networks consisting of a processes, . . . , S(b) is the number of the strongly connected networks consisting of b processes.
Working parameters are i (current number of the vertices) and j (both are cycle variables); B = (b 1 , . . . , b n ): the adjacency matrix of the current network as a vector; b 0 : help variable to stop the increasing of the adjacency vector; Q = (Q 1 , . . . , Q n ): a queue for the waiting vertices; h(Q): the head index of the queue; t(Q) = t: the tail index of the queue; L: logical variable (if the current graph is strong, then L = 1, otherwise L = 0.
All-Strong(a, b) 01 for i = a to b // line 01-04: Generation of the first graph. 02 S(i) = 0 // line 02: Initialization of the enumeration. 03 Another possible approach to generate all labeled strongly connected digraphs is to use the minimal digraphs investigated by García-López and Marijun [27] .
Leader election
In the following sections the problem of leader election is considered. The mathematical models described in [59] are used: networks are modeled by directed (or sometimes undirected) graphs, processes by vertices. We suppose that the processors communicate and compute in synchronous rounds. The leader election problem is to elect a unique leader. Usually it is supposed that the processes are identical except for unique identifiers (UIDs). The size of the network is usually unknown.
In Subsection 3.1 some simple networks, then in Subsection 3.2 ring networks, in Subsection 3.3 further unidirectional networks, and finally in Subsection 3.4 further special and general networks are considered.
Leader election in simple networks
In this subsection the problem of leader election in simple networks as complete, chain, mesh and star networks is considered.
Peterson [71] in 1985, Afek and Gafni [1, 2] in 1981 and in 1985, Singh [81] in 1992 derived time and complexity bounds for mesh and complete networks.
In 1984 Korach et al. [47] proved optimal lower bounds for the number of messages in complete networks.
In 1985 Loui et al. [58] investigated the influence of the direction of the connections on the leader election algorithms.
There are known algorithms for chain [19] and star [80] networks too.
Leader election in ring networks
In this subsection comparison-based algorithms of different ring networks (in details unidirectional and bidirectional ones) are described and analyzed. Figure 1 shows an unidirectional ring consisting of the processes P 1 , . . . , P n . Figure 1 : A ring of processes P 1 , . . . , P n .
LCR algorithm in unidirectional ring
The first known leader election algorithm was proposed by Le Lann [51] in 1977 for unidirectional rings. It is a very simple algorithm. In the first step each process sends its UID to its clockwise neighbor. In the further steps each process compares the received UID with its own UID, and if they are equal, then the process declares itself the leader, otherwise sends the larger UID to the clockwise neighbor. The algorithm terminates when the process having the largest UID gets back its own UID.
This algorithm requires n steps and n 2 messages. Chang and Roberts in 1979 [13] proposed an improved version of the previous algorithm: after the comparison of the received and own UID the processes send a message only if the received UID is the larger one. We give a formal description [59] of this algorithm called usually LCR (after Le Lann, Chang and Roberts) algorithm. It is supposed that the UID's are the natural numbers 1, 2, . . . , n.
Input parameter is n: the number of processes and p = p 1 , . . . , p n : a permutation of the UID's.
Output parameter is M n = M: the number of messages. The message alphabet is {1, 2, . . . , n}. For each i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) the state state i consists of three components:
• u, a UID, initially the UID of P i ;
• send i , a UID or null, initially the UID of P i ;
• status i , having possible values {unknown,leader}.
The state of P i consists of the single state defined by the given initial values. The message generation function msgs i is defined by
• send the current value of send to P i .
We remark that indices are interpreted everywhere mod n. The transition function trans i is defined by the following pseudocode used in [59] :
send := null if the incoming message is v, then case v > u: send := v v = u: status i := leader v < u: do nothing endcase Since LCR is a basic algorithm of leader election and since we execute the simulation of LCR on a sequential processor, the algorithm is described also using the pseudocode of [15, 40] .
Input parameters are n > 1: the number of processes; p = p 1 , . . . , p n : a permutation of the UID's.
Output parameters are L: the index of the elected leader; M: the number of messages.
Working parameters are m = (m 1 , . . . , m n ), where m i is the current message of P i ; i cycle variable. Let X n be a random variable characterizing the number of messages of LCR and let M n be the expected value of X n at the uniform distribution of the permutations of the UID's.
LCR(n,
Chang and Roberts in [13] not only improved the algorithm of Le Lann, but also determined M n .
Theorem 4 (Chang, Roberts, 1979 [13]) If the permutations of the UID's have uniform distribution, then
where H n is the nth harmonic number and P(n; i, k) is the probability that the message i is passed k times.
Proof. See [13] . P(i, k, n) is the probability that the k − 1 clockwise neighbors of i are less than i and the kth clockwise neighbor of i is larger than i. There are i − 1 processes less than i and n − i processes larger than i.
Since the place of the UID i can be fixed, the remaining identifiers can be permuted in (n − 1)! manner. The small UID's can be choosen in (i − 1) · · · (i − k + 1) manner, the kth large UID in n − i manner, and the remaining UID's (n − k) · · · 1 manner. So we get
Using the well-known bounds
it is easy to get the stronger assertion
Using Leonhard Euler's following lemma we prove Lemma 3 in which (18) and (19) are stronger than (12) in Theorem 4.
Lemma 2 (Euler [22]) If n ≥ 1 then
where γ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant (γ ∼ 0.577 215 665) [22, 63, 96] and
Proof. See Fichtengolz [24, Volume II, page 270].
Lemma 3 If n ≥ 1, then
Proof. Substitution of (16) into (12) results (18) which implies (19) . Table 4 illustrates the accuracy of the approximation of (18). Chen [14] in 2006 published a detailed probabilistic cost analysis of LCR algorithm. Using generating functions he proved
and remarked that M 1 = 1. Using (20) Chen reproved (11) and gave a more exact characterization
of the mean of X n , further determined the variance of X n as Table 4 : Concrete values of the expressions in (18) .
Lemma 4 (Knuth [46]) If n ≥ 1 then
where 0 < Θ 2,n < 1.
Proof. See [46, Page 474].
It is remarkable that in the Online Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences [83, 88] one can find further members of the series in (23) . Using the ideas of the proof of Lemma 4 we get the following characterization of M n .
Theorem 5 If
Proof. Using different methods in 1979 Chang and Roberts, in 2006 Chen proved (12) . Substitution of the right side of (23) into (11) results
implying (24). Table 5 illustrates the accuracy of the approximation of (25) . Table 5 : Concrete values of the expressions in (25) .
A third possibility for the proof of (12) is the application of Pascal's next formula [68] allowing the recursive computation of the sum of the kth powers of the first n positive integers.
Theorem 6 (Kovcs [49] , Pascal [68] , Pólya [72] , Wolfram [98] ) If n ≥ 1 and
The following Faulhaber formula [23] also allows the computation of S(n, p).
where δ i,p is the Kronecker-delta [87] and B i is the Bernoulli number [84, 85] .
The following double sum gives S(n, p) without recursion.
Hirschberg-Sinclair algorithm in bidirectional ring
Hirschberg and Sinclair [35] in 1980 proposed an algorithm (HS) for bidirectional rings which elects as leader also the process having the largest UID. HS requires in worst case only Θ(n log n) messages instead of the Θ(n 2 ) requirement of LCR. Figure 2 shows a bidirectional ring. Input parameters are n > 1: the number of processes; p = p 1 , . . . , p n : a permutation of the UID's 1, . . . , n.
Output parameters: i the index of the elected leader process; N = (N 1 , . . . , N n ), where N i is the number of messages, sent by process P i ; Q: the total number of sent messages.
Working parameters are M: the message alphabet ml = (ml 1 , . . . , ml n ), where ml i is the current message of P i to P i−1 ; mr = (mr 1 , . . . , mr n ), where mr i is the current message of P i to P i+1 ; s = (s 1 , . . . , s n ): status of P i ; i is a cycle variable; null the empty message.
The messages are triples, consisting a UID, a flag value(in or out, and a positive integer counter (hop-count) h. The possible values of the status of the processes are unknown or leader. 
if j > i and h == 1 15 if ml i+1 == (j, in, 1) and i = j 37 Hirschberg and Sinclair [35] proved the following property of their algorithm. Let W n denote the maximal number of messages required by HS in a bidirectional synchronous ring.
Theorem 9 (Hirschberg, Sinclair [35] ) If n ≥ 1, then
We proved the following, stronger assertion.
Proof. The proof follows the ideas of application of bit reversing rings (see [59, Example 3.6.3] and [59, Figure 3 .3]. Let n = 2 k , for example with k = 3. If we choose p 2 0 = p 1 = n = 8 and
, and finally the remaining processes get the UIDS 1, 2, 3, 4, and use similar construction for larger k s then we need at least 8 · 2 + 4 · 2 + 2 · 2 = 28 (in general: 3, 5n) messages. If 2 k−1 ≤ n < 2 k then we suppose n = 2 k processes and need at least n messages instead of 2n. If n = 2 then we need only 2 · 2 (in general: 2n) messages, therefore appears in the theorem only 2n as lower bound. Burns [12] published in 1980 a bidirectional algorithm which has a bit better worst case bound for the number of necessary messages.
Leader election is further unidirectional networks
Dolev et al. [20] and Peterson in 1982 [70] independently published an unidirectional algorithm whose worst message number is O(n log)n, but their algorithm allows that the processes have arbitrary long response time that is they algorithm works only in asynchronous networks.
Rotem et al. [76] in 1987, Santoro et al. [77] in 1988 proposed an unidirectional asynchronous algorithm having O(n log n) messages in the worst case. Their algorithm elected not only the process having the largest UID, but also the processes having the k largest UID's.
Higham and Przytycka [33, 34] used a trick of Smith [89] and proposed an asynchronous algorithm what sends no more then 1.271n log n+O(n) messages in worst case.
The mentioned algorithms suppose that the processes start in the same round (otherwise they can not terminate). Recently Arrieta et al. [4] elaborated an algorithm allowing different starting rounds of the processes. The price of this property is that the guarantee for the worst message number is only O(n 2 ).
In 1996 Alimonti et al. [3] considered the problem of choosing the minimum and maximum of the UID's when equal UID's are allowed. If the size of the ring is unknown then the problem is unsolvable. The authors describe an algorith for the unidirectional ring network containing n processes, where the processes know n. The worst bit complexity (that is the number of sent bits) of their algorithm is O((c + log n)n) with arbitrary c > 0 and the time bound is O(c · n · x 1/c ), where x = max(|u min |, |u max |).
Attiya et al. [5] in 1989, Kalamboukis et al. [41] in 1991, and Pan [67] in 1994 studied the leader election in chordal rings.
Vitányi [93] in 1984 analyzed the leader election algorithms of Archimedean rings, Kranakis and Krizane [50] in 1997 of anonymous (in which the processes are undistinguishable) hypercube, and Mans [61] also in 1997 of unlabeled tori Attiya et al. [6] proved lower bounds for the necessary number of messages for anonymous ring networks.
Ingram et al. [37] proposed a leader election algorithm for dynamic asynchronous network. Ingram et al. [36] described algorithms for dynamic networks with clausal clocks. Augustin et al. [7] published a robust leader election algorithm for the fast-changing world.
Leader election in further special and general networks
Peterson [71] in 1985 described efficient algorithms for mesh networks.
In 1995 Masapati and Ural [62] proposed a linear time leader election algorithms for recursively scalable networks.
Yamashita and Kameda [101] , further Kranakis and Krizanc [50] investigated algorithms in anonymous hypercube networks.
Tel in 1995 [91] , Flocchini and Mans [25] in 1996 analyzed the leader election algorithms of hypercube networks.
King et al. [45] in 1989, Kim and Belford [44] in 1996 proposed algorithms for unreliable networks.
In 1997 Mans [61] described an optimal distributed algorithm for unlabeled tori.
In 2001 Gavoille [29] analyzed the leader election problem of De Bruijn networks.
In 2005 Shi and Srimani [80] described an algorithm for hierarchical star networks.
In 2007 Srimani and Lafiti [90] proposed an algorithm for Cayley networks.
In 2008 Sepehri and Godarzi [79] described an algorithm for tree networks and using heap structure they proved that their algorithm in worst case requires only O(n) messages.
Peterson [70] in 1952 described efficient algorithms for general networks.
In 1985 Afek and Gafni [2] proved that leader election in general networks requires Ω(n log n) messages and Ω(log n) time.
Peleg in 1990 [69] proposed a time optimal leader election algorithm for gereral networks which can be applied also for some special networks.
The basic algorithms of general networks are FloodMax and OptFloodMax (see e.g. [59] ).
Das et al. [18] proposed effective algorithms which either elect a leader or signalize that the election is impossible.
